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A tree representation generated 
by a Glynn fractal—a type of Julia 
Set fractal—which itself is derived 
from a simple mathematical function 
that produces a complex pattern by 
repeating itself
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Tom Beddard, Fractal Tree





Tree metaphors for information are not new.

Geneology of Henry II, 1493 Arbor scientiae, Ramon Llull, 1515



http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/ch10main.cfm

http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/ch10main.cfm
http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/ch10main.cfm


Cautions regarding tree representations:

Some data are truly hierarchical...
... many are not.

Points in a tree only exist in a single 
context...

... which is rarely the case in reality!

“The medium is the message.”



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SimCity_(1989_video_game)#mediaviewer/File:SimCity-Indigo.gif

http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/ch10main.cfm
http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/ch10main.cfm


From Trees to Networks

fig. 2 
Brandon Martin-Anderson, Shortest Path 
Tree, 2006

Street and transit information are 
inputted into software that computes the 
shortest routes between one specific 
location and the remaining areas of 
town (San Francisco). The width of a 
branch (route) is proportional to the sum 
of branches reachable by that branch.

fig. 3 
Nikos Salingaros, Tree versus 
semilattice, 1965

A set of diagrams that appeared in 
Christopher Alexander’s essay “A 
City is Not a Tree” (1977), which 
complemented his discourse on the 
different ways to organize a city. 
It shows the scheme of a simplified 
tree model (left), which excludes the 
likelihood of overlapping areas, and a 
more tolerant semilattice (right), which 
allows for different urban layers to 
coexist.

“A City is not a Tree”, by Christopher Alexander



“...Alexander refutes the hierarchical and 
centralized organization of the urban landscape, 
characteristic of model cities such as Brasilia, in 
favor of organic cities like London and New York. 
He declares that many of these artificial cities 
have failed due to the rigid and insipid thinking 
of their creators, who planned areas of activity 
(e.g., residential, industrial, commercial) as 
independent and incommunicable modules, in a 
typical tree structure of separate branches.”

Quote from Visual Complexity, by Manuel Lima
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Chapte r 2

fig. 21
A diagram of an evolutionary tree, from 
Charles Darwin, First Notebook on 
Transmutation of Species, 1837 

This simple sketch alludes to the 
branching of lineages, similar to the 
split ting of a tree’s trunk, and marks 
the first-known representation of an 
evolutionary tree. Above the sketch, 
Darwin wrote, “I think.”

fig. 20
The taxonomic ranks of the fruit fly, 
the modern human, and the pea, in a 
hierarchical tree according to Linnaean 
taxonomy

fig. 22
Tree of Life, from Charles Darwin, The 
Origin of Species, 1859

This illustration, the only one featured in 
the first edition of Darwin’s masterpiece, 
popularized the notion of the 
evolutionary tree and later catalyzed 
the field of phylogenetics.
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fig. 24 
A three-dimensional representation of 
the net of life—an alternative version 
to the common tree of life. Red lines, 
depicting horizontal gene transfer, 
tie individual bacteria and archaea, 
which all originate from a common 
root depicted in orange. From V. 
Kunin, L. Goldovsky, N. Darzentas, 
and C. A. Ouzounis, “The Net of 
Life: Reconstructing the Microbial 
Phylogenetic Network,” Genome 
Research 15, no. 7 ( July 2005): 
954–59.

fig. 23
A diagram of the tree of life. From Ernst 
Haeckel, Generelle morphologie der 
organismen (General morphology of 
organisms), 1866.

Kunin V, Goldovsky L, Darzentas N, Ouzounis CA. The net of life: reconstructing the microbial phylogenetic network. Genome Res. 2005 Jul;15(7):954–9. 



Caution regarding graph visualizations:

Don’t forget about Gestalt properties!
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Skye Bender-deMoll and Greg 
Michalec
Oil Money
2008

A map of the political-campaign 
contributions from oil- and gas-industry 
companies to presidential candidates 
in 2008

Chapte r 4

Donations
An extraordinary outcome of the growing number 

of freely accessible data has been the outbreak of pub-
lic visualization projects scrutinizing various business and 
political practices. Many of these initiatives convey the flow 
of private and public donations to political candidates but 
also explore lesser-known associations, such as the funding 
of political and environmental organizations by gas and oil 
companies.

Oil Money, Skye Bender-deMoll and Greg Michalec



Shortest Path 

inputted into software that computes the 

branch (route) is proportional to the sum 

Mixing metaphors:

Shortest Path Tree, Brandon Martin-Anderson
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fig. 13 (left) 
Eric Gaba and Bamse, Maps Template, 
2009

A legend of the WikiProject Maps 
initiative, which provides advice 
and templates for the creation of 
geographic and topographic maps 
on Wikipedia Commons, an online 
repository of free-use images, sound, 
and other media files. This excerpt of 
the legend shows the graphical diversity 

fig. 14 (right) 
TeleGeography, Traffic Flow Map, 
2000

A map of the communication-traffic 
flow between European countries. 
The width of the orange lines is 
proportional to the annual volume of 
traffic between countries, measured as 
one unit equaling one hundred million 
minutes of voice telecommunication. 
Circular symbols, located on the capital 

usually applied to different types of 
points, e.g., capital, city, village, as 
well as line features, e.g., highway, 
secondary road, railway line, in many 
cartographic projects.

city, encode the country’s total annual 
outgoing traffic to all other countries.

Decoding Networks 89

Traffic Flow Map, TeleGeography

Mixing metaphors:
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Twit ter
Twitter is one of the most popular microblogging 

social services, through which millions of people around the 
world communicate, using text messages of up to 140 char-
acters, famously known as tweets. Twitter’s underlying struc-
ture provides a great laboratory to investigate the behavioral 
traits of social groups and is an outstanding trend-analysis 
tool in tracking the fluctuations of public opinion in real time. 
In the context of network visualization, most authors try to 
disclose a range of relationships between Twitter users and 
the vast number of messages they regularly post.

Jer Thorp
Just Landed
2009

A visualization of the flight activity of 
Twitter users over a period of thirty-six 
hours. It finds tweets containing the 
phrase “Just landed in” and then marks 
the location where the user landed and 
the home location listed on their Twitter 
profile to generate the travel paths.

Mixing metaphors:

Just Landed, Jer Thorp
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Matthew Hurst
The Hyperbolic Blogosphere 
2007

This intricate map plots the most 
active and interconnected parts of the 
blogosphere from link data collected 
over six weeks.

Inf ini te Interconnectedness

The Hyperbolic Blogosphere, Matthew Hurst
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Jeffrey Heer, Personal Friendster 
Network, 2004

A map of Heer’s three-level Friendster 
network—friend, friend-of-a-friend, 
and friend-of-a-friend-of-a-friend social 
structure—consisting of 47,471 people 
connected by 432,430 friendship 
ties. The data was collected between 
October 2003 and February 2004.

Personal Friendster Network, Jeffrey Heer
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W. Bradford Paley, Dick 
Klavans, and Kevin Boyack 
The Strengths of Nations
2006

A visualization of the most active 
scientific areas in the United States, 
based on references (how often articles 
were cited by authors of other articles) 
in roughly eight hundred thousand 
scientific papers. Scientific publications 
(colored nodes) are divided into 
twenty-three major scientific topics, 
such as astrophysics, mathematics, and 
biochemistry.

W. Bradford Paley, Dick 
Klavans, and Kevin Boyack 
The Strengths of Nations
2006

Maps of the most prolific scientific 
areas (according to the number of 
published articles) in six countries: 
United Kingdom, France, China, 
Australia, Germany, Taiwan. Nodes 
and edges are highlighted if a nation 
publishes significantly more in that 
area.

Strength of Nations, Paley et al.
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Jean-Daniel Fekete
LRI Co-authorship Network
2007

A graph showing the coauthorship 
of papers writ ten by members of 
the Laboratoire de Recherche en 
Informatique (LRI), a computer science 
laboratory at the University Paris-Sud, 
France

Inf ini te Interconnectedness

LRI Co-Authorshiop Network, Jean-Daniel Fekete
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Wesley Grubbs and Nick Yahnke
2008 Presidential Candidate 
Donations
2008

A map of all donations made between 
January 2007 and July 2008 to John 
McCain (in red) and Barack Obama 
(in blue). The area of the two inner 
semicircles represents the total amount 
of donations for the candidates, and 
the outer segments, fanning from 
the center, illustrate variations in the 

amounts donated. On either side of the 
inner semicircles, the top fan represents 
any donation between $1 and $100; 
the middle narrow fan, $101–$500; the 
bottom fan, $501–$1,000; and finally, 
all amounts over $1,000 are depicted 
by two lightweight fans on the very 
bottom of the semicircles.

Inf ini te Interconnectedness

2008 Presidential Candidate Donations, Grubbs & Yahnke



Jonathan M Mudge, Stuart D Armstrong, Karen McLaren, Robert J Beynon, Jane L Hurst, Christine Nicholson, Duncan H Robertson, Laurens G Wilming, and Jennifer L Harrow - 
Dynamic instability of the major urinary protein gene family revealed by genomic and phenotypic comparisons between C57 and 129 strain mice, Genome Biol. 2008; 9(5): R91.

http://genomebiology.com/2008/9/5/R91
http://genomebiology.com/2008/9/5/R91
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Arc Diagram

(top)
Martin Wattenberg
The Shape of Song
2001

A visualization of Moonlight Sonata 
by Ludwig van Beethoven. Each arc 
connects identical, repeated passages 
of the composition. With these 
passages as signposts, the diagram 
reveals the foundational structure of the 
music track.

(bottom)
Martin Wattenberg
The Shape of Song
2001

A visualization of Four Seasons 
(Autumn) by Antonio Vivaldi

The Shape of a Song, Martin Wattenberg
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To smooth, or not to smooth?
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Citations
Bibliographic citation is a common practice in aca-

demic publications and an important measure of popularity 
and credibility among scholarly circles. It also makes for 
an accurate means to ascertain relationships of similarity 
between subjects. If two works are cited by a third, a con-
nection can be inferred between the first two, even if they 
do not cite each other. This approach can be administered 
to a large body of books and research papers, creating 
vast matrices of association and highlighting proximity 
across domains.

Chapte r 4

Martin Rosvall and Carl 
Bergstrom
Map of science
2007

A map of 6,434,916 citations in 6,128 
scientific journals based on data from 
the Thomson Reuters’s 2004 Journal 
Citation Reports. From Rosvall and 
Bergstrom, “Maps of Random Walks on 
Complex Networks Reveal Community 

Structure,” Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences (PNAS) USA 105, 
no. 4 ( January 29, 2008): 1118–23.
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